
A cloud-based platform for seismic data ingestion, 
archival, processing, and information dissemination.Grillo

Cloud servers

STA/LTA Picker and Amplitude: Classic STA/LTA 
P-wave picker based on ObsPy recursive STA/LTA
procedure and peak ground displacement reading at
0-10 s of the P-wave.

ML Picker: Machine learning P-wave picker for 
MEMS accelerometers based on convolutional neural 
network (retrained PhaseNet architecture).

Association, Location, and Magnitude calculation: 
Bayesian association, location, and magnitude 
calculation from peak ground displacement readings.

Twitter Alert: Publish a Twitter message anytime 
when a new event is detected.

Relay Control: Remote control of a relay device to 
turn on/off critical systems.

The platform uses Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud servers.

Data ingestion and latency

The platform can ingest data from Grillo sensors or any sensor accessible via seedlink connection. Data transmission latency 
ranges from less than 200 to 500ms for Grillo sensors (depending on the distance from the AWS datacenter), seedlink latency 
depends primarily on the parameters of the seedlink server.

Modules
Grillo platform is designed as a modular system that can accom-
modate various modules for data handling, processing, messag-
ing, and others. Modules are written in Python and ingest and 
publish information either as JSON messages or objects from the 
ObsPy library. To interact with the platform, modules use the 
Grillo SDK library that accesses four main components of the 
system:

Real-time data stream: An ObsPy stream of real-time data from 
sensors

Message broker: Low-latency broker for messaging between 
modules

Database: Low-latency database for storing and retrieving 
objects

Archive: Archive of waveform data in MSEED format. Unlimited 
volume. 

Modules run on a scalable cloud system so the number of mod-
ules running in parallel is not limited.

Grillo SDK simplifies communication with individual system 
components and enables easy development of custom modules.

Examples of currently available modules

System latency

The main components of the platform (real-time stream, message broker, database) have low latency of ~30 ms. Most modules 
are currently processing data in 1s intervals which results in added 0-1s of latency. This interval is configurable.



Grillo platform architecture



Grillo management console

Data

The sensor page serves for the management and display of sensor meta-data and connectivity status. New stations can be 
onboarded either manually or by uploading an ObsPy-compatible inventory file. 

Sensors

The data page displays objects in the database produced by modules (i.e. events). Data can be also downloaded via Download 
manager.



Grillo management console

Modules

The modules page serves for module configuration, management, and monitoring of performance.

Modules may run in two separate environments - STAGING and PRODUCTION. That way, a well-tested flow in the PRODUCTION 
environment can remain intact while a new flow is being tested in the STAGING environment.

The module page displays output logs from individual modules to enable health monitoring. You can also display and change the 
configuration of existing modules.


